An Eddystone ‘Cabin Set’ – or the ‘Neat Case’ of the S.870/S.870A
Series - by Gerry O’Hara, G8GUH/VE7GUH
Introduction
A set ‘Marketed
for ocean liner
passenger cabins
and cult
domestic’ (QRG,
Graeme
Wormald, 2005):
the diminutive
but very cute and
appealing S.870
(1956 – 1959)
and S.870A
(1960 – 1966)
were part of the
‘baby’ Eddystone The S.870A’s simple control panel – note the five wavebands and the
set line-up that
‘reverse’ tuning
were built into
the 11” wide front panel format first deployed though without the actual case - on the S.820 FM
tuner in 1955 (see the S.820 restoration article on the
EUG site), and which was also used in the S.890
series, S.901 and S.930 series, however, the S.870
series is by far the most common. This size of case
was actually smaller than the EC10 and EB35/EB36
transistorized sets that superseded it in the early to
mid-1960’s although the family resemblance is
striking. The S.820 was an AC only FM tuner that
included a small mains transformer in its power
supply, whereas the S.870 series were AC/DC sets
designed to be used both on board vessels with DC
supplies or on domestic (AC or DC) mains (110250v) – however, by the time this set hit the market
there were few DC mains supplies still in existence…
so, its not that a transformer could not have been
fitted in a set of this size, but that the DC operating
capability was needed for the shipboard use (and it
did save a few ‘bob’ at the same time of course).
The original S.870 (photo, below) had four
wavebands, one covering 150kHz-380kHz and three
covering 540kHz to 18MHz using a simple 5 valve
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circuit (frequency
changer, IF,
detector/AGC, AF
and rectifier), with an
IF of 465kHz.
Controls were simply
band change, tuning
and volume – no
BFO was provided.
An S.870 – note only 4
The set did however,
wavebands on this ‘baby’
in common with the
other ‘baby’ Eddystone sets, sport the small version
of the superlative Eddystone slide rule dial with its
precision vernier logging scale, based on the No. 858
dial mechanism – albeit having the tuning ‘reversed’,
ie. the lower frequencies at the right hand side of the
scale on each band. The later S.870A was similar in
construction and appearance, but had five wavebands
(see photo on previous page), one covering 150kHz380kHz and four covering 510kHz to 24MHz. A total
of 3,010 S.870’s and some 4,050 S.870’s were
produced according to the QRG.
That ‘Dinky’ Case
One outstanding feature of these sets is that they were
produced in several ‘liveries’, including ‘plain’ twotone grey (as per many of the MkII case sets of the
1960’s), twotone green, as
well as a lovely
maroon and
cream (see the
sidebar excerpts
from the extremely informative ‘Cooke Report,
p13/14). Occasionally one of the more ‘garish’
coloured sets appears for sale – I spotted a ‘pea
green’ S.870 once (though it may not have been its
original livery of course…) – see also the clipping
from Lighthouse Issue 79, left (courtesy of Ted
Moore). These are certainly very appealing little
sets on aesthetic grounds alone – an ‘industrial’
design classic in my view, though some may say I
am a little biased. What’s more, Eddystone decided to retain the so-Eddystone chrome
handles of its larger brothers, thus retaining that ‘instrumentation’ quality aura. These
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handles were missing on the S.820 FM
tuner – maybe as a concession to those
particular units being destined for the
nations more discerning living rooms?
The construction of the case is
interesting – bear in mind that this set is
an AC/DC set housed in an all-metal
cabinet. This is not such a good idea
really and would not ‘cut the mustard’ in
today’s safety-conscious (and litigious)
world – expectations were different 50
or so years ago. The problem is that the
chassis can become ‘live’ with respect to
ground if the set is connected to the
mains incorrectly (‘live’ and ‘neutral’
Above: a ‘plain Jane’ grey-cased S.870
connections get swapped around). To
complete with that sometimes elusive
protect the user against this condition,
mains lead and connector
most AC/DC sets were housed in a
plastic (or wooden) cabinet, with plastic knobs on the metal control shafts and often an
automatic disconnect of the
power supply when the case
back was removed. The
Eddystone AC/DC sets,
including the S.870 series,
relied on insulating the metal
chassis from the metal case by
small phenolic (‘Paxolin’)
washers and having a Paxolin
rear chassis panel onto which
the external connections were
mounted – further details of
Above: rather standard appearance of the S.870 case –
these arrangements are
note ventilation afforded by the perforated steel side
provided later in this article. In
panels and two rear panels (however, one of the side
all other respects though the
panels was occupied by the internal loudspeaker, so the
set ran quite warm when used on 240v mains supplies
due to the hard-working dropper resistor – although this
unit was mounted next the other perforated side panel
with an angled metal shield to the inside to assist cooling
case itself (photo, above) was as-used for AC-only
MkII cased Eddystones.
The basic circuit did not change significantly through
the 1959 – 1966 production run, although there were
some minor tweaks noted – see the clipping from
Lighthouse on the next page regarding later models.
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So, all-in all, a very successful little set, still widely used to this day and great for
broadcast band listening – although not being of any real use as a communications
receiver due to its only moderate sensitivity, mediocre selectivity and lack of a BFO. Its
cute looks win through every time in the visual appeal stakes though – I rest my ‘case’
(groan…).
Having got that off my chest, I include some
description of
the S.870 series
circuitry below
(largely
extracted from
other articles of
mine) as I felt
folks might miss
it hidden away
in the 2006
‘Christmas Tale’ and the AC/DC Lore articles.
As Ted says in ‘Lighthouse’, for such a small
and simple set, it generated a disproportionate
amount of [Lighthouse] mail and this is
reflected in the large number of entries in the
Lighthouse Index, included at the end of this
article for ready reference. There are many
useful tips, suggestions, hints and other
nuggets of information hidden in these, so
please take the time to explore them...
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Circuit and
Construction
The circuit of the
S.870A set was
outlined in the
AC/DC ‘Tech Shorts’
article and the full
Owners Manual is
appended to the end
of this article. The
rather simple block
diagram (lifted from
Lighthouse Issue 36
S.870A ‘Special’) is
shown to the right.
Electrically, the set comprises:
•

A 12BE6 (V1) mixer-oscillator
front end: nothing too
extraordinary in the circuit
design here – an electroncoupled oscillator circuit ; the

Left: a de-cloaked S.870A – neat
little feller inside isn’t it? Below:
front-end circuitry – note that the
chassis is electrically isolated
from the ground via C4
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aerial and oscillator tuned circuits are switchable for the
number of frequency ranges covered by S1 (in the S.870A
case shown here, five) and a wave trap is present (C2, L11),
designed to reject IF frequencies that may be picked up by
the aerial system. However, the main thing that sets it apart
from the cheaper AC/DC sets is the quality of the parts used
in its construction and its careful layout, designed to allow
useful and reliable
operation on short
waves up to 25MHz
(see underside of
chassis photo, below);
• A 12BA6 IF
amplifier, V2
(figure, right): again, nothing
extraordinary at all (except for
the superior quality of the
double-tuned IF transformers);
• A 12AT6 AM detector, AGC
and 1st audio amplifier, V3
(figure, left): note that separate
diodes are used for detection
and AGC circuits (many lowcost sets used a single diode for
these functions);
• A 19AQ5 audio output stage (V4 - photo, right) of conventional
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design – though the 19AQ5 valve choice is a bit odd – see article in Lighthouse
Issue 92, pp36 for an explanation; and
A 35W4 half-wave rectifier (V5) in the power supply circuit (figure, below): the
main improvements over a standard domestic AC/DC set’s supply being the
installation of an effective supply-line noise filter (highlighted below) and two
thermistors, the latter providing both surge protection and a degree of HT
stabilization to the set, this being desirable for improved
oscillator stability when the set was used on its higher
frequency ranges (up to 25MHz in the S.870A).
The set designers went to some length to ensure that the
chassis was electrically isolated from the case for

safety reasons. This was done by:
o Installing a Paxolin rear panel - on this are mounted the power socket,
voltage selector and the aerial/ground connections (photo, above);
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o Placing a strip of Paxolin under the metal plate
supporting the fuseholders to one side of the
chassis (photo, right);
o Installing two Paxolin insulating washers on
the opposite side of the chassis (photo, below
left); and
o Ensuring that the control knob shafts did not
contact the front panel, the shafts being
insulated from the owners fingers by the plastic
control knobs (photo, below right).
Although housed in a ‘miniature’ case, the quality of the tuning mechanism, chassis, front
panel, outer case and other components used in the S.870 series were of the usual
Eddystone high standard. Thus many of these sets are still in use today and the more
unusual and rarer liveried ones have become very ‘collectible’ for their aesthetic appeal.
©

Gerry O’Hara, G8GUH/VE7GUH, Vancouver, BC, Canada, February, 2008

Above left: Paxolin insulating washer between the chassis and inner case
sides; Above right: Band change switch shaft isolated from front panel

The mains dropper (ballast), R20, switched into the
power supply circuit on 210v and 240v supply positions
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Some Useful References
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The S.870A manual downloaded from the EUG web site (attached) and various
articles in Lighthouse (listed below)
‘Eddystone Christmas Tale’ (can be downloaded from the EUG site)
‘Eddystone AC/DC Set Lore’ (can be downloaded from the
EUG site)
‘Use of an Eddystone ‘898’ Drive Unit in an HBR 13C
Homebrew Receiver’ (can be downloaded from the EUG
site)
Practical Radio Servicing, W Markus and A Levy, 1st Ed.
1955 (this book is devoted entirely to servicing AC/DC
radios – all 559pp of it! – this type of radio was just so
prevalent in those days…)
Radio Servicing Made Easy, L.C. Lane, Vol. 2, 1962, (esp.
Ch.s 6 & 10, a figure reproduced in this article)
Elements of Radio Servicing, W Markus and A Levy, 1955
(2nd Ed. esp. Ch. 18)
Profitable Radio Troubleshooting. W. Marcus and A Levy, 1956
Radio and Television Receiver Troubleshooting and Repair, Ghirardi & Johnson,
1952, (esp. Ch. 7, some figures reproduced in this article)
Radio and Television Receiver Circuitry and Operation, Ghirardi & Johnson,
1951 (esp. Ch. 10)
Radio and Audio Servicing Handbook, G.K. King, 2nd Ed., 1970 (‘Procedure
Charts’ #1 to #3 reproduced in this article)
http://www.qth.at/oe7opj/eddystone/index.html
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References to the 870/870A sets in ‘Lighthouse’:
870
advert

.................................................................................... 52................15
Strattons...................................................................... 59................33
Antarctic, used in (Peter Chisholm)................................................. 59................32
bfo, fitting of .................................................................................... 17................12
brief description ............................................................................... 30.................7
choke, burnt out............................................................................... 22.................5
condenser, faulty ............................................................................. 14................11
deafness, possible causes .............................................................. 67................10
fault, elusive .................................................................................... 66.................7
featured receiver ............................................................................. 24.................3
full specifications ............................................................................. 84................30
IF core problem ............................................................................... 83................19
i.f. rejection circuit............................................................................ 16................15
mobile use (Austin A40) .................................................................. 23................20
models acquired (Ted Moore) ......................................................... 79................15
modifications, factory, late models .................................................. 40................26
owned by US member..................................................................... 48.................4
overheating, rectifier......................................................................... 8..................3
prototype found ? ............................................................................ 66.................8
reception, improving ........................................................................ 49.................3
restoration .................................................................................... 22................13
.................................................................................... 24.................7
.................................................................................... 25.................9
.................................................................................... 46................19
.................................................................................... 47................16
Dick King..................................................................... 41.................9
after transistor conversion .......................................... 23................11
Roger Bebbington ....................................................... 82............... 10i
scale reversed on these models...................................................... 75................10
signals, lack of ................................................................................. 14................12
transistor conversion, inferiority of................................................... 25................14
valves
number, early sets................................................................. 50................31
rectifier, failure....................................................................... 47.................3
used .................................................................................... 25................18
comments on (Ross Paton)................................................... 91.................7
19AQ5 valve, discussion (Peter Lankshear) ................................... 92................36
870A
acquired (Ted Moore)...................................................................... 70................17
advert
.................................................................................... 52................31
audio, distorted ................................................................................ 35................13
brief description ............................................................................... 30.................7
broadcast reception, transatlantic ................................................... 34................11
condenser, electrolytic, failure of..................................................... 42................10
drifting, cured................................................................................... 90................24
dropper resistor, replaced by transformer ....................................... 56.................5
eBay
.................................................................................... 93................26
.................................................................................... 86................26
.................................................................................... 86................39
.................................................................................... 90................16
fault, intermittent (dry joint).............................................................. 13.................4
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870A (cont)
featured receiver ............................................................................. 36................25
in use
.................................................................................... 40................17
.................................................................................... 62.................8
isolation transformer mod................................................................ 71................13
modifications
mains transformer ................................................................. 88................59
to improve (Andy).................................................................. 41.................3
output transformer, substitute.......................................................... 21.................8
power supply details........................................................................ 90................32
QRM, eliminates .............................................................................. 90................21
realignment, aerial tuning stage ...................................................... 12................13
receiving ssb signals ....................................................................... 74................11
rejuvenated by Ted Moore ............................................................. 76................11
reliability & general comments ........................................................ 46.................1
resistors replaced ........................................................................... 53................12
restoration ..................................................................................... 7..................7
.................................................................................... 29.................9
.................................................................................... 41................27
selectivity improvement mod ........................................................... 31................22
ssb reception mod ........................................................................... 32.................7
valve failure .................................................................................... 94................44
.................................................................................. 94................48
WVS, obtained from ........................................................................ 28................10

Above An S.870A next to a (slightly worse-for-wear and modded/bits missing) EC10 MkI note that the S.870A is significantly smaller than its younger and solid state sibling
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